This paper discusses a minicomputer-based communication system monitor used by the U.S. Department of Defense to improve the performance and reduce the operating costs of the new multichannel digital transmission systems. A brief discussion of the development of the monitor and a general description of the present-generation hardware and software are included.
INTRODUCTION
As plans for the upgrade of the long-haul multichannel U.S. military communications network in Europe were being made, the advantages of digital transmission became more and more apparent. Long-haul voice channel quality could be improved, integrated medium-speed data transmission could be made more efficient, and bulk encryption of wideband transmission could improve communication security. For these reasons, military communication planners decided to emphasize digital transmission techniques for all future mainline communication facilities that are part of the Digital European Backbone (DEB).
The planning and development of the first two digital microwave system upgrades in Europe indicated that an improvement in system effectiveness and a decrease in operating costs could be realized by reexamining the traditional methods of communication system operation and control. In the past, each radio site in a system had a number of people assigned to operate the site 24 hours a day. This practice was recognized as being wasteful of both money and trained personnel. Furthermore, modern communication equipment is reliable enough that continuity of service can be assured by installing redundant electronic equipment with automatic switching. This makes practical the reduction or complete elimination of the personnel at repeater sites. As a consequence, these new transmission systems were commissioned with certain relay sites that were not staffed. Maintenance and restoral at these sites were to be done by dispatch of trained, skilled maintenance personnel from one or more central locations. To apprise system operators of the the status of the equipment at these unstaffed sites, an alarm monitoring and remoting system was installed to report site conditions to the location of the responsible system operator. The basic functional requirements for the monitoring system, consisting of master and remote units are as follows: remote unit polling, alarm scanning at the remote location, isolation of alarms to a particular location, control of specified functions at a remote location, monitoring of specified performance parameters at remote locations, presentation of the information received from remote locations to an operator and to other elements of system control as required, and allowing at least two master units to share the responsibility for any particular segment of the network.
To perform the functions described, a minicomputer handles the master unit functions and does the required data processing to put the information into the desired formats for presentation to the operators. The development of this improved alarm remoting system has continued since the initial TRAMCON installation in 1977. All of these functional requirements are met in the TRAMCON hardware and software assembled and developed at ITS.
The computer sends poll messages to the remote units and receives and decodes the responses. The information in the responses is processed to generate displays on a CRT terminal. These displays present the alarm, status, and parameter data gathered from the remote sites in easily understood English text formats designed to show individual site and entire system conditions.
To improve the reliability of the monitoring system, at least two master units are able to monitor each segment or group of communication sites. The polling master will actually control the remote units on a segment while any other master will operate in a listen-only mode. The polling line is broken at segment boundaries so that only polling messages intended for a particular segment's remote units appear on the segment poll line. Figure 1 shows the connectivity of the master and remote units for a single segment.
TRAMCON SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
The second major step in the TRAMCON development was the decision to deploy an improved minicomputer with a fully revised software package in support of the next two stages of the Digital European Backbone upgrade. This was an opportune time for a change since these later DEB stages will use a completely new digital multiplex, a new digital line-of-sight link radio, and a new digital troposcatter link radio.
The most important changes in the TRAMCON system do not affect the display of information, but rather the way information is stored in the computer. In particular, the names of the alarm points, the analog points measured and the pulse counter sources are now derived from configuration tables rather than being hard coded in the application programs. This allows changes in the total number of points monitored to be changed easily. The changes will enable TRAMCON to monitor any type of communication link, either terrestrial radio, satellite, fiber optic, or metallic cable technology carrying traffic in either analog or digital form. Figure 5 . This display shows all available information about the two-state alarm and status points. If information is needed on the level or activity of the analog or count parameters measured at a site, the site parameter display illustrated in Figure 6 is requested. This display shows all of the analog values most recently measured and all of the counts most recently reported. In order to make all of this information more meaningful and useful, the recent history of the occurrence of alarms or other problems can be reviewed using other displays.
THE TRAMCON HARDWARE
Another function the TRAMCON equipment performs is remote-control switching of certain equipment at the remote sites. To perform a remote switching function, the system operator enters a command on the CRT terminal keyboard. The command includes information about the location where the remote control function is to be performed. A display guides the operator in selecting the function desired such as changing which radio transmitter or receiver is on-line, or by-passing the cryptographic unit.
26.4.3 In addition, the master unit performs a number of other functions that support the TRAMCON mission. These involve maintaining information on communication system configuration, information on the status of communication system elements, and the necessary calibration and threshold tables for processing the input data from the remote communication sites. These data bases are established specifically for operation of the TRAMCON System, but such data can be obtained from the computer so that other analyses such as the network control function discussed by Rosner [1980] can be performed.
A new capability of the TRAMCON System is for the connection of a number of CRT terminals in addition to the system console. These extra terminals, called remote displays or maintenance dispatch terminals, will be used to provide communication system monitor information to other than the system operator.
Since the TRAMCON is intended for use throughout the world on the Defense Communication System, the communication and data storage programs must be easily adaptable to many different types of communication equipment. This is implemented in the 26.4.4 488 TRAMCON system to permit easy field entry of communication system configuration data. This configuration data base will include such segmentpeculiar items as segment identifier, number of sites, site names, communication equipment configuration, communication equipment type, trunk identifiers, and any other information needed to define the functional status of the communication system.
As the TRAMCON is more widely used, there will be further evolution of the software and displays to enhance the usefulness of the system. To make trend analysis easier for the operator, display software is planned that will summarize system performance on an hourly and daily basis. This summary will be updated each hour and the oldest hour's data will be deleted. The software will also provide for displaying any of the data on more than one terminal and for making any data available for use by other elements of network control.
The primary device for providing assistance to the communication system operator is the CRT terminal and hard-copy device. For this reason, a great deal of planning and testing has been done to make the formatted data displayed on the CRT terminal informative and understandable. The data displays were provided to system operators with the request that any suggestions for improvement or simplification to make the data display more easily understood be sent to the programmers for consideration. Most of the displays have been revised a number of times, and the current formats are the result of considerable operating experience.
The menu has a list of 31 commands which fall into five categories depending on the purpose and effect of the command. The first category includes those commands that are intended to assist the operator in using the TRAMCON System. The menu and help commands fit this description. The next category includes those commands that directly show or influence communication system operation. These commands would include the map, the segment status, the remote unit status alarm, and the switch commands, among others. The third category comprises a set of utility commands that support the communication system operation commands. Examples of this category are the calibration curve entry or change and the operator identification entry commands. The fourth category includes those that request information about the communication system or TRAMCON configuration, such as an alarm descriptor list or CRT status. The fifth (and final) category includes all other commands. These are commands to do such things as to coordinate clock time among the TRAMCON masters. Details of each display and command are given in Farrow and Skerjanec [1984] .
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